Homework Terminal Chaos: 20 Minute Interview

Name of Subject-Matter-Export: ________________________________________________

Current/Former Job Title/Responsibilities: ________________________________________

Interview Contact Info: _________________________________________________________

Interview Start Time/Date: _____________

Interview:

1) What is the biggest issue facing the U.S. Air Transportation System? Explain why this in issue.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2) What factors contribute to, or cause this situation? Explain.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3) Who is responsible for the situation? Who can fix the situation?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

4) If you were President for a day, and you had to take steps to resolve the situation due to electoral pressure in an upcoming election, what is the ONE thing you would do?
5) Any other thoughts on this topic?


Interview End Time: _________________